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The internet was envisaged as a decentralised global network, but in the past 25 years it has come to be controlled by a few, very powerful, centralised companies. Blockchain is a technological paradigm shift that allows secure,
reliable, and direct information transfer between individuals, organisations, and things, so that we can manage, verify, and control the use of our own data. Blockchain also offers a new opportunity for humanity to fix some
major problems. It can authenticate data, manage its analysis, and automate its use. With better data comes better decision-making. In this way, Blockchain can contribute to solving climate change, reduce voting fraud, fix our
identity systems, improve fair trade, and give the poor an opportunity to improve their lives by monetising their (digital) capital. A world built upon peer-to-peer transactions and smart contracts can empower individuals and
communities. This book offers a fresh perspective with which to consider this transformative technology. It describes how Blockchain can optimise the processes that run our society. It provides practical solutions to global
problems and offers a roadmap to incorporate Blockchain in your business. It offers a blueprint for a better world. Filled with easy-to-understand examples, this book shows how Blockchain can take over where the internet has
fallen short.
The only book you need to understand blockchain: what it is, how it works and how it will transform business, society and our everyday lives. Basic Blockchain is an accessible, non-technical introduction to a revolutionary
technology. 'Makes it easy for the average business executive to understand blockchain' -- Chris Larsen, founder and chairman, Ripple 'An essential tool for those looking to distinguish information from noise' -- Eva Kaili, MEP
and Chair of The Committee for the Future of Science and Technology A revolution is under way across the globe, yet very few people understand it. Basic Blockchain will explain everything you need to know to understand the
technology that will soon disrupt and revolutionise everything from financial and health services to the property market and how we vote. Born of an obscure body of research on game theory developed by NASA, originally
championed by drug dealers seeking to launder ill-gotten gains, accelerated by entrepreneurs seeking to improve financial access for the poor, funded by giant corporate interests attracted to the potential for billions of dollars of
cost savings, blockchain heralds a new era of financial inclusion, legal inclusion for the dispossessed and lower prices for consumers. In short, it will enact radical change on our lives. In this book, David L. Shrier, one of MIT
and Oxford University's leading futurists, explains for the general reader: - The history of blockchain, its apocryphal progenitor Satoshi Nakamoto and the socioeconomic context of its origins in the 2008 financial crisis. - How
blockchain works, including the core technologies that drive it such as cryptographic hashes and network theory, all described in simple, understandable terms. - The potential of blockchain, including its impact on our jobs,
industry and society as a whole. Blockchain will disrupt and transform our world in profound ways. This accessible book, written by a global authority on blockchain, is the essential introduction to the next technological
revolution.
This book explores blockchain technology’s impact on banks, particularly how blockchain technology can create new opportunities for banks and poses new threats to their business. The digital revolution in the banking
industry, whose customers are increasingly adapting to new technologies and new types of competitors and solutions arising in the space, has had a significant impact on the banking industry over the past few years, requiring
banks to substantially rethink their business models and strategies in order to cope with these developments. The rise of blockchain’s distributed ledger technology (DLT) has also played an important role since it has the
potential to change the whole banking industry in faster and more disruptive ways than ever before. Born as the technology underlying Bitcoin, which has been used to allow the recording of cryptocurrencies transactions,
blockchain can facilitate the process of recording any transaction type and track the movement of any asset, finding application in many different areas. Specifically, it has been acknowledged as a disruptive force in the financial
sector and a key source of future financial market innovation with the potential to reshape existing business models in the financial services industry. Regarding the banking industry in particular, existing literature suggests that
blockchain poses new challenges and generates opportunities as well as threats. This is pushing banks to rethink their operations, business models and strategies. However, literature in this regard is still in its infancy, and we do
not yet have a clear understanding of blockchain technology’s potential implications for banks. This book expands the literature on blockchain technology in banking by providing new insights into the developments, trends and
challenges of blockchain in the banking industry. In particular, sheds more light on the implications of blockchain technology for banks by discussing the advantages and disadvantages related to this technology and exploring its
potential impact on traditional banking business models.
Blockchain is transforming business. What's your strategy? Leaders of forward-thinking organizations are exploring how blockchain can transform the way they create and seek value. Whether it's used to streamline multiparty
processes, create and trade new assets, or leverage artificial intelligence and the internet of things, blockchain enables entirely new business opportunities. This is just the start. As blockchain becomes more widely adopted, it
has the potential to radically change the way companies and societies operate, as transformative a paradigm shift as the launch of the internet. The Real Business of Blockchain is one of the first books on this transformative
technology written for business leaders. Authors David Furlonger and Christophe Uzureau--both of Gartner, the world-renowned research and advisory company--will help you: Assess how blockchain will impact your business
Explore the value proposition that blockchain offers Make smart near- and midterm investments Position your organization in a new competitive landscape Timely, visionary, and accessible, The Real Business of Blockchain cuts
through the hype and helps you unlock the vast capabilities of this powerful and potentially world-changing technology.
How Technological Innovations Are Shaping the Banking Industry
How Leaders Can Create Value in a New Digital Age
Individual Behaviors and Technologies for Financial Innovations
The B3 Perspective
Blockchain and Applications
Disruptive Innovation in Business and Finance in the Digital World

This book discusses various aspects of blockchains in economic systems and investment strategies in crypto markets. It first addresses the topic from a
conceptual and theoretical point of view, and then analyzes it from an assessment and investment angle. Further, it examines the opportunities and limitations of
the taxation of crypto currency, as well as the political implications, such as regulation of speculation with crypto currencies. The book is intended for
academicians and students in the fields of economics and finance.
This book provides an in-depth introduction to knowledge risk management (KRM) as well as methods, tools and cases to address knowledge risk management
issues in both the public and private sector. It focuses on the integration of knowledge risks into the holistic risk management of organizations. In addition, this
book is accompanied by an external website that includes additional checklists, videos and company cases. The combination of a sound theoretical framework
along with practical instruments, tools and ancillary materials makes this book a unique, interactive book for professionals, managers, and executives as well as
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students, academics and policy makers.
There is a broad consensus amongst law firms and in-house legal departments that next generation “Legal Tech” – particularly in the form of Blockchain-based
technologies and Smart Contracts – will have a profound impact on the future operations of all legal service providers. Legal Tech startups are already
revolutionizing the legal industry by increasing the speed and efficiency of traditional legal services or replacing them altogether with new technologies. This ongoing process of disruption within the legal profession offers significant opportunities for all business. However, it also poses a number of challenges for
practitioners, trade associations, technology vendors, and regulators who often struggle to keep up with the technologies, resulting in a widening regulatory “gap.”
Many uncertainties remain regarding the scope, direction, and effects of these new technologies and their integration with existing practices and legacy systems.
Adding to the challenges is the growing need for easy-to-use contracting solutions, on the one hand, and for protecting the users of such solutions, on the other.
To respond to the challenges and to provide better legal communications, systems, and services Legal Tech scholars and practitioners have found allies in the
emerging field of Legal Design. This collection brings together leading scholars and practitioners working on these issues from diverse jurisdictions. The aim is to
introduce Blockchain and Smart Contract technologies, and to examine their on-going impact on the legal profession, business and regulators.
This book explores the main challenges and trends related to the use of blockchain technology for digital business innovation with the aim of providing
practitioners with stimulating insights and ideas. Readers will find a unified survey of current scientific work on blockchain and related phenomena, such as
bitcoin, from a range of perspectives, including information systems, technology management, innovation research, computer science, and engineering. In this
way, the book links research and industry practices suitable for use by practitioners in their day-to-day activities and also provides an update on what academia
may offer in terms of industry proposals. The contents are divided into three parts. After discussion of blockchain technology and management, including impacts
on value chains and systems, governance, and security issues, the bitcoin phenomenon and main technological trends in the use of blockchain are addressed. The
final part presents examples of business innovation using blockchain that are drawn from across the globe. Throughout, the author adopts a methodologically
rigorous approach while ensuring that the text is readily understandable for readers, regardless of their degree of acquaintance with blockchain.
The Future of Internet Innovation - Ideas, Applications and Uses for Blockchain Technology
Promise, Practice, and Application of the Next Internet Technology
Research Anthology on Blockchain Technology in Business, Healthcare, Education, and Government
Applications and Lessons Learned
Intellectual Capital in the Digital Economy
Blockchain Technology and Innovations in Business Processes
This book offers comprehensive examination of research on the relevance of individual behavior and technology to financial innovations. The chapters cover current topics in finance including integrated
reporting, people finance, crowdfunding, and corporate networks. It provides readers with an organized starting point to explore individual behaviors and new technologies used in financial innovations. The
explicit and growing speed of the spread of new technologies has hastened the emergence of innovation in the field of finance. Topics like the Internet of Things, semantic computing and big data finance are
motivating the construction of financial tools that translate into new financial mechanisms. This book strives help readers better understand the dynamic of the changes in financial systems and the
proliferation of financial products. Individual Behaviors and Technologies for Financial Innovations is organized in 16 chapters, organized in three parts. Part I has eight chapters that review the research on
gender differences in attitudes about risk and propensity to purchase automobile insurance, financial literacy models for college students, wellness and attitude of university students in the use of credit cards,
impact of programs income distribution and propensity to remain in employment, financial literacy and propensity to resort to informal financing channels, risk behavior in the use of credit cards by students.
Part II reviews the research on financing for startups and SMEs, exploring funding through crowdfunding platform, operating credit unions, and using networks of friends to finance small businesses outside
the domestic market. The four chapters of Part III describe contexts of financial innovation in listed companies, including society's demands on their behavior - we discuss motivations for companies to
participate in corporate sustainability indexes, corporate performance through their profile of socially responsible investments, influence of networks of social relations in the formation of boards, and
management of companies, and also the precariousness of financial decisions in large companies, as well as the role of the internet in corporate communication with the market.
The success of many companies through the assistance of bitcoin proves that technology continually dominates and transforms how economics operate. However, a deeper, more conceptual understanding
of how these technologies work to identify innovation opportunities and how to successfully thrive in an increasingly competitive environment is needed for the entrepreneurs of tomorrow. Transforming
Businesses With Bitcoin Mining and Blockchain Applications provides innovative insights into IT infrastructure and emerging trends in the realm of digital business technologies. This publication analyzes and
extracts information from Bitcoin networks and provides the necessary steps to designing open blockchain. Highlighting topics that include financial markets, risk management, and smart technologies, the
research contained within the title is ideal for entrepreneurs, business professionals, managers, executives, academicians, researchers, and business students.
The second volume of this edited collection offers a number of contributions from leading scholars investigating Blockchain and its implications for business. Focusing on the transformation of the overall value
chain, the sections cover the foundations of Blockchain and its sustainability, social and legal applications. It features a variety of use cases, from tourism to healthcare. Using a number of theoretical and
methodological approaches, this innovative publication aims to further the cause of this ground-breaking technology and its use within information technology, supply chain and wider business management
research.
This book gives business decision makers and students a clear overview of the history, current applications, and future potential of distributed ledgers and cryptocurrency. The hype around blockchain
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technology is matched only by the innovation it inspires and the skepticism it provokes. This book gives business decision makers and students a clear overview of the history, current applications, and future
potential of distributed ledgers and cryptocurrency. It explores strengths and weaknesses, emerging opportunities, and perceived threats. Technical frameworks are presented in a business context to help
strategists understand the risks and rewards of different approaches to blockchain implementation, and the decision factors in determining whether this is a viable solution to the problem at hand.
UnBlock the Blockchain
The WEALTHTECH Book
Transforming Social Media Business Models Through Blockchain
The Emerald Handbook of Blockchain for Business
Understanding the relationship between radical innovation and the value chain model in the case of commodity trading
Transforming Your Business and Our World

Digital technology has revitalized the landscape of the global economy. As digital currency, such as bitcoin and IOTA, continues to become more
prominent in society, conducting further research in this area is vital to promoting economic advancements. Digital Currency: Breakthroughs in Research
and Practice is a critical source of academic knowledge on the use of computers, smartphones, and the internet to purchase goods and services using
virtual currency. The security and privacy aspects of using digital currency are also explored. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as electronic
commerce, online transaction payment, and web-based electronic money, this book is an ideal reference source for business executives, financial analysts,
business professionals, economists, IT professionals, and researchers interested in emerging trends in digital currency and finance.
The definitive pioneering blueprint covering the what, why and how of the blockchain. Blockchains are new technology layers that rewire the Internet and
threaten to side-step older legacy constructs and centrally served businesses. At its core, a blockchain injects trust into the network, cutting off some
intermediaries from serving that function and creatively disrupting how they operate. Metaphorically, blockchains are the ultimate non-stop computers.
Once launched, they never go down, and offer an incredible amount of resiliency, making them dependable and attractive for running a new generation of
decentralized services and software applications. The Business Blockchain charts new territory in advancing our understanding of the blockchain by
unpacking its elements like no other before. William Mougayar anticipates a future that consists of thousands, if not millions of blockchains that will
enable not only frictionless value exchange, but also a new flow of value, redefining roles, relationships, power and governance. In this book, Mougayar
makes two other strategic assertions. First, the blockchain has polymorphic characteristics; its application will result in a multiplicity of effects. Second,
we shouldn’t ask ourselves what problems the blockchain solves, because that gives us a narrow view on its potential. Rather, we should imagine new
opportunities, and tackle even more ambitious problems that cross organizational, regulatory and mental boundaries. Drawing on 34 years of technology
industry experience as an executive, analyst, consultant, entrepreneur, startup mentor, author, blogger, educator, thought leader and investor, William
Mougayar describes a future that is influenced by fundamental shifts brought by blockchain technology as the catalyst for change. William Mougayar has
been described as the most sophisticated blockchain business thinker. He is a blockchain industry insider whose work has already shaped and influenced
the understanding of blockchain for people around the world, via his generous blogging and rigorous research insights. He is a direct participant in the
crypto-technology market, working alongside startups, entrepreneurs, pioneers, leaders, innovators, creators, enterprise executives and practitioners; in
addition to being an investor, advisor, and board member in some of the leading organizations in this space, such as the Ethereum Foundation,
OpenBazaar and Coin Center. Just as the Internet created new possibilities that we didn’t foresee in its early years, the blockchain will give rise to new
business models and ideas that may still be invisible. Following an engaging Foreword by Vitalik Buterin, this book is organized along these 7 chapters: 1.
What is the Blockchain? 2. How Blockchain Trust Infiltrates 3. Obstacles, Challenges & Mental Blocks 4. Blockchain in Financial Services 5. Lighthouse
Industries & New Intermediaries 6. Implementing Blockchain Technology 7. Decentralization as the Way Forward The Business Blockchain is an invitation
for technologists to better understand the business potential of the blockchain, and for business minded people to grasp the many facets of blockchain
technology. This book teaches you how to think about the blockchain.
This book focuses on the values of blockchain across industries. If you think that blockchain is everything you don’t understand about technology, finance,
and law mixed together, then this book will help you appreciate its value more clearly. While it is a complex technology that is still largely experimental
today, it will be transformative in the future. This book focuses on the values of blockchain across industries. Among other things, it explores how
blockchain technology adds value to data management, security, and sharing as well as ownership, property, collaboration, and trust. It also explores the
possibilities of the Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS), digital goods or dGoods, and the transformative power of small acts and micropayments.
*** This Book is FREE for Kindle Unlimited Users *** BLOCKCHAIN: The Future of Internet Innovation - Ideas, Applications and Uses for Blockchain
Technology ATTENTION BUSINESS OWNERS!!! Find out how you can speed up electronic transactions, have greater online transaction security, reduce
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transaction fees AND make money doing it! EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY Blockchain technology is coming
and now you can be at the forefront of this new innovation. What is it? Blockchain is a virtual storage system for transactions using bitcoin currency that
doesn't require a bank or other transfer facility but instead transfers funds straight to your virtual wallet. That means your money can start working for
you and your business immediately instead of the bank. Blockchain permanently records all transactions in a particular way; these transactions can't be
erased, but they can be modified. It will help you to keep a neverending historical trail. Blockchain can't be explained as a phenomenon, but it is a
marching phenomenon that is slowly advancing like a tsunami and enveloping everything along its way via its progression. Simply stated, it is an
important overlay on the top of the internet. It uses the direct way of least opposition and slowly become decentralized on the way to the boundaries of any
network. With the help of Blockchain, it is easy to exchange the value of assets and you will get a quick rail to change the different values devoid of any
mediators. This book is designed to share Blockchain and the future of this internet innovation. You can learn the application of this technology.Questions
about security? Find out how Blockchain technology can help win the war against credit card fraud, hackers and money laundering giving your customers
peace of mind to spend MORE! And did I say reduced transaction fees? How about little or no transaction fees. Just another advantage of Blockchain
technology. Blockchain wallet is absolutely free, private and very secure. You can access your funds with the help of Android or iOS wallets. Blockchain
wallets enable you to discover various local businesses that accept Bitcoin. Your wallet is always there and always secure. At Blockchain, you get the
advantage of innovative software to make the use of Bitcoin easy and safe for all business organizations and consumers. You can increase almost 30M in
capital from the top level investors. And that's not all. There are a ton of other uses for Blockchain technology. Here's just a few: Verifies patents and
copyrightsMakes auditing easyMore reliable storageProvides a digital signatureSmart contractsLearn about the benefits of having a decentralized notary
and decentralized exchanges and how this can validate your business so your customers can build trust and confidence in you and your business. WANT
TO KNOW MORE? SO DO THE MAJOR BANKS. FIND OUT WHY!! The possibilities are endless - Don't wait another moment GET YOUR COPY NOW! "
How Innovation Shapes Corporate Activity
Business Innovation Through Blockchain
Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain. Relevance and risks for companies in the age of digitization
From Theory to Praxis
Digital Currency: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice
Avatar-Based Models, Tools, and Innovation in the Digital Economy
Even though blockchain technology was originally created as a ledger system for bitcoin to operate on, using it for areas other than cryptocurrency has become increasingly
popular as of late. The transparency and security provided by blockchain technology is challenging innovation in a variety of businesses and is being applied in fields that include
accounting and finance, supply chain management, and education. With the ability to perform such tasks as tracking fraud and securing the distribution of medical records, this
technology is key to the advancement of many industries.
The Research Anthology on Blockchain Technology in Business, Healthcare, Education, and Government is a vital reference source that examines the latest scholarly
material on trends, techniques, and uses of blockchain technology applications in a variety of industries, and how this technology can further transparency and security.
Highlighting a range of topics such as cryptography, smart contracts, and decentralized blockchain, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for academics, researchers, industry
leaders, managers, healthcare professionals, IT consultants, engineers, programmers, practitioners, government officials, policymakers, and students.
In light of the overwhelming impact of technology on modern life, this thought-provoking book critically analyses the interaction of innovation, technology and corporate law. It
highlights the impact of artificial intelligence and distributed ledgers on corporate governance and form, examining the extent to which technology may enhance or displace
conventional theories and practices concerning corporate governance and regulation. Expert contributors from multiple jurisdictions identify themes and challenges that
transcend national boundaries and confront the international community as a whole.
Get a handle on disruption, innovation and opportunity in investment technology The digital evolution is enabling the creation of sophisticated software solutions that make money
management more accessible, affordable and eponymous. Full automation is attractive to investors at an early stage of wealth accumulation, but hybrid models are of interest to
investors who control larger amounts of wealth, particularly those who have enough wealth to be able to efficiently diversify their holdings. Investors can now outperform their
benchmarks more easily using the latest tech tools. The WEALTHTECH Book is the only comprehensive guide of its kind to the disruption, innovation and opportunity in
technology in the investment management sector. It is an invaluable source of information for entrepreneurs, innovators, investors, insurers, analysts and consultants working in
or interested in investing in this space. • Explains how the wealth management sector is being affected by competition from low-cost robo-advisors • Explores technology and startPage 4/9
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up company disruption and how to delight customers while managing their assets • Explains how to achieve better returns using the latest fintech innovation • Includes
inspirational success stories and new business models • Details overall market dynamics The WealthTech Book is essential reading for investment and fund managers, asset
allocators, family offices, hedge, venture capital and private equity funds and entrepreneurs and start-ups.
Blockchain and other trustless systems have gone from being relatively obscure technologies, which were only known to a small community of computer scientists and
cryptologists, to mainstream phenomena that are now considered powerful game changers for many industries. This book explores and assesses real-world use cases and case
studies on blockchain and related technologies. The studies describe the respective applications and address how these technologies have been deployed, the rationale behind
their application, and finally, their outcomes. The book shares a wealth of experiences and lessons learned regarding financial markets, energy, SCM, healthcare, law and
compliance. Given its scope, it is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners who want to learn more about blockchain applications.
How it Works and Creates Value
Basic Blockchain
Transforming Business Models, Society, and Communities
Blockchain Value
Blockchain and Banking
Knowledge Risk Management

As society continues to rely heavily on technological tools for facilitating business, e-commerce, banking, and communication, among
other applications, there has been a significant rise in criminals seeking to exploit these tools for their nefarious gain. Countries all over
the world are seeing substantial increases in identity theft and cyberattacks, as well as illicit transactions, including drug trafficking and
human trafficking, being made through the dark web internet. Sex offenders and murderers explore unconventional methods of finding
and contacting their victims through Facebook, Instagram, popular dating sites, etc., while pedophiles rely on these channels to obtain
information and photographs of children, which are shared on hidden community sites. As criminals continue to harness technological
advancements that are outpacing legal and ethical standards, law enforcement and government officials are faced with the challenge of
devising new and alternative strategies to identify and apprehend criminals to preserve the safety of society. The Encyclopedia of
Criminal Activities and the Deep Web is a three-volume set that includes comprehensive articles covering multidisciplinary research and
expert insights provided by hundreds of leading researchers from 30 countries including the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Finland, South Korea, Malaysia, and more. This comprehensive encyclopedia provides the most diverse
findings and new methodologies for monitoring and regulating the use of online tools as well as hidden areas of the internet, including
the deep and dark web. Highlighting a wide range of topics such as cyberbullying, online hate speech, and hacktivism, this book will offer
strategies for the prediction and prevention of online criminal activity and examine methods for safeguarding internet users and their
data from being tracked or stalked. Due to the techniques and extensive knowledge discussed in this publication it is an invaluable
addition for academic and corporate libraries as well as a critical resource for policy makers, law enforcement officials, forensic scientists,
criminologists, sociologists, victim advocates, cybersecurity analysts, lawmakers, government officials, industry professionals,
academicians, researchers, and students within this field of study.
Business Innovation Through BlockchainThe B3 PerspectiveSpringer
Blockchain has the potential to disrupt and transform the social media business space. Nitin Upadhyay in this book delves into an
insightful discussion of the pertinent and potential implications of blockchain technology on the social media business model in a
uniquely accessible way.
Fierce competition in today's global market offers a powerful motivation for developing even more sophisticated and multi-functional
technology tools. Implementing these specific techniques and strategies benefits global economics and contributes to the harmonization
of economic interests at the micro- and macro-levels. Avatar-Based Models, Tools, and Innovation in the Digital Economy is an essential
reference source that provides a critical analysis of avatar-based models, tools, and neuro natural platforms and features developments
in terms of the application of these theories and methodologies to the communication and socio-economic sphere. Featuring research on
topics such as digital communications, economic development, and consumer management, this book is ideally designed for students,
researchers, industry professionals, and academicians seeking coverage on combining the use of intelligence artificial and natural
approaches to a variety of communication technologies.
Financial Innovations in the Digital Age
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Business Innovation with New ICT in the Asia-Pacific: Case Studies
2019 International Symposium in Management (SIM2019)
What It Is and How It Will Transform the Way We Work and Live
Introduction of blockchain into the commodity trading process
Innovation in Sustainable Management and Entrepreneurship
This book presents a state-of-the-art overview of blockchains, a significant innovation that has already started to redesign business, social and
political interactions. The technology is attracting considerable interest among researchers in industry and academia wanting to study and leverage the
potential of blockchains to provide a decentralized and distributed public ledger for all the participating parties. Comprehensively discussing the
current and future challenges, opportunities, applications, business models and values, the book appeals to diverse stakeholders, scholars,
practitioners and business leaders interested in blockchains.
Within the last years blockchain has become more in focus of the commodity trading sector because of its reputed potential. The characteristics of
blockchain can be used to make it to an infrastructure technology. The trend toward the use of blockchain therefore furthers the optimization of the
entire value chain and reduction of the friction costs within the trading process. To reduce friction costs and to make use of the characteristics of
blockchain, the technology is being introduced as a radical innovation into the commodity trading value chain. The focus of this thesis is on the
resulting effects on the value chain after implementation. The research is conducted in a qualitative way, with an inductive research approach. Data is
collected in order to build the theory, and interviews are conducted using the Gioia methodology for data analysis. The findings indicate that the value
chain as a source of competitive advantage is affected in an overall positive way for firms. Competitive advantage is supported by value-adding effects
and cost reduction, which are both are enhanced through the use of blockchain. In addition, the results indicate that the competitive advantage of a
company is also supported through power. The power that results from independence and control of data and information is enhanced by blockchain. It is
therefore possible to conclude that the value chain of a company is positively affected by the radical innovation of blockchain. This leads to a greater
competitive advantage for the company and positive performance in a competitive environment.
This book gathers the refereed proceedings of the 1st International Congress on Blockchain and Applications 2019, BLOCKCHAIN’19, held in Ávila, Spain,
in June 2019. Among the scientific community, blockchain and artificial intelligence are broadly considered to offer a promising combination that could
transform the production and manufacturing industry, media, finance, insurance, e-government, etc. Nevertheless, there is no generally accepted
approach, nor established best practices, for combining blockchain and artificial intelligence. The 21 papers presented here were carefully reviewed and
selected from over 40 submissions. They highlight the latest advances in blockchain, artificial intelligence and their application domains, exploring
innovative ideas, guidelines, theories, models, technologies, and tools, and identifying critical issues and challenges that researchers and
practitioners will face in the near future. We wish to thank the sponsors: IEEE Systems Man and Cybernetics Society, Spain Section Chapter, and the IEEE
Spain Section (Technical Co-Sponsor), IBM, Indra, Viewnext, Global Exchange, AEPIA, APPIA and AIR institute.
This volume contains fourteen articles split across four parts, exploring the debate around the topics of fintech, AI, blockchain, and cryptocurrency.
Featuring a cast of global contributors, this is an unmissable volume exploring the most current research on digital innovation in the financial and
business worlds.
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology Use Cases
50+ Business Models Types In A Single Book
Digital Economy. Emerging Technologies and Business Innovation
The FinTech Handbook for Investors, Entrepreneurs and Finance Visionaries
6th International Conference on Digital Economy, ICDEc 2021, Tallinn, Estonia, July 15–17, 2021, Proceedings
Transforming Businesses With Bitcoin Mining and Blockchain Applications

This handbook equips academics, practitioners, and students with an understanding of the cutting-edge developments and applications of emerging blockchain technology.
Covering the basic concepts while showcasing practical applications in intricate real-world situations, readers benefit from a useful balance of detailed and user-friendly
coverage.
This book clarifies the direction of business innovation using new ICT such as the Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), smartphones, and cloud computing through a
series of case studies on successful trials and advanced businesses in the Asia-Pacific where many industry sectors have been growing successfully in the 21st century. ICT has
been playing an important role in value creation for customers and in profit generation for providers, contributing to various service innovation and business innovation. Now,
digitalization using IoT and AI provides solutions to address various issues in the human society, which is transforming services and businesses in the 21st century. “What is
the direction of the business innovation using new ICT?” is a highly concerned question for business researchers and practitioners. Aiming to answer the question, this book
conducts a number of cases studies in the Asia-Pacific region, including the Mainland China, Taiwan, Japan, Malaysia, Vietnam, as well as Australia. Among the studies, there
are 4 cases from ICT providers, 4 cases from traditional and services, and 6 cases from new ICT applications and businesses. Each case analyzes social needs and human
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desires, new value created, roles of new technologies, processes and difficulties in developing new businesses, the relationship among customers, providers, and stakeholders,
value chain co-creation and optimization, factors of success, and business models. Finally, the direction of business innovation with new ICT in the Asia-Pacific is suggested by
summarizing the findings from the case studies through the lens of the theoretical analysis in service science.
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Economics - Finance, grade: 1,7, University of Applied Sciences Essen, language: English, abstract: The progress of change in
society through digitization, globalization and the rapid development of technology prompts new and innovative opportunities for companies across the world. Over the past few
years, nearly everything is based on smart devices that are able to communicate among themselves. As a result, new technologies have arisen, been published and are able to
be used by people around the world. One of the recently released and most popular topics is blockchain. This term earned its attention through its innovative and unpresented
form of technology and has motivated several parties to learn more about this issue, examine it more closely and develop it further. Particularly the range of potential
applicability makes it interesting for companies to analyse possibilities for implementation with respect to their own business. In addition, blockchain is related to another term
that has arisen along with this technology, namely cryptocurrency. Especially Bitcoin is the forefather in the world of digital currencies. Over the past few years, Bitcoin has
skyrocketed in popularity and value since its founding in 2009. Consequently, this digital currency has gained the attention of many people who are trying to predict the
commercial development and future per- formance in the world’s economy. There are many pros and cons and some powerful businessmen have published their own opinions
based upon the respective commercial interests. ... Research question: Is it possible to use cryptocurrencies as a financial instrument in the context of corporate finance?
Structure: 1 Introduction 1.1 Problem description 1.2 Course of investigation 2 Basics and theoretical foundations 2.1 Fundamentals of Blockchain 2.1.1 Transactions and its
particularities in terms of Blockchain 2.1.2 How Blockchain works 2.2 Blockchain applications 2.2.1 Basic Blockchain applications 2.2.2 Practical relevance of Blockchain 3
Impacts of Blockchain to the banking industry 4 Implications with reference to corporate finance 4.1 General terminology of corporate finance 4.2 Blockchain-based financing as
addition to traditional sources 4.2.1 Bank loans as a sample of debt financing 4.2.2 Initial Public Offering as a sample of equity financing 4.2.3 Peer-to-Peer-Lending as a
counterpart to bank loans 4.2.4 Initial Coin Offering as a counterpart to an Initial Public Offering 4.3 Risks of dealing with cryptocurrencies 5 Critical review and deduction 6
Conclusion and outlook
This book analyses state-of-the-art techniques in business process management as drivers of advanced entrepreneurship, financial management, supply chain management, and
sustainability management. The role of management in a rapidly-changing environment and the use of innovative methods and techniques to address and solve key management
problems are also explored.
The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review
Encyclopedia of Criminal Activities and the Deep Web
Blockchain Hurricane
Business Transformation through Blockchain
The Real Business of Blockchain
Breakthroughs in Research and Practice

This book presents a global view of digital and knowledge-based economies and analyses the role of intellectual capital, intellectual capital reports and information technology in
achieving sustained competitive advantages in the globalized economy. Intellectual Capital in the Digital Economy reviews the state of the art in the field of intellectual capital and
intellectual capital reports, exploring core concepts, strengths and weaknesses, gaps, latest developments, the main components of intellectual capital, the main sections of the
reports, and indicators of each component. It presents experiences from pioneering companies and institutions in measuring intellectual capital around the world. It incorporates an
interdisciplinary and cross-sectorial approach, offering a comparative view of intellectual capital reports elaborated in different regions of the world. This book presents case studies
and experiences on the building of intellectual capital reports in organizations. In addition, the book discusses the benefits and challenges of building intellectual capital reports in
smart economies and societies. This book is of direct interest to researchers, students and policymakers examining intellectual capital and the knowledge-based economy.
The innovative investor’s guide to an entirely new asset class—from two experts on the cutting edge With the rise of bitcoin and blockchain technology, investors can capitalize on
the greatest investment opportunity since the Internet. Bitcoin was the first cryptoasset, but today there are over 800 and counting, including ether, ripple, litecoin, monero, and
more. This clear, concise, and accessible guide from two industry insiders shows you how to navigate this brave new blockchain world—and how to invest in these emerging assets to
secure your financial future. Cryptoassets gives you all the tools you need: * An actionable framework for investigating and valuing cryptoassets * Portfolio management techniques
to maximize returns while managing risk * Historical context and tips to navigate inevitable bubbles and manias * Practical guides to exchanges, wallets, capital market vehicles, and
ICOs * Predictions on how blockchain technology may disrupt current portfolios In addition to offering smart investment strategies, this authoritative resource will help you
understand how these assets were created, how they work, and how they are evolving amid the blockchain revolution. The authors define a clear and original cryptoasset taxonomy,
composed of cryptocurrencies, cryptocommodities, and cryptotokens, with insights into how each subset is blending technology and markets. You’ll find a variety of methods to
invest in these assets, whether through global exchanges trading 24/7 or initial cryptoasset offerings (ICOs). By sequentially building on the concepts of each prior chapter, the book
will provide you with a full understanding of the cryptoasset economy and the opportunities that await the innovative investor. Cryptoassets represent the future of money and
markets. This book is your guide to that future.
The book focuses on the power of business blockchain. It gives an overview of blockchain in traditional business, marketing, accounting and business intelligence. The book provides
a detailed working knowedge of blockchain, user cases of blockchain in business, cryptocurrency and Initial Coin Offering(ICO) along with the risks associated with them. The book
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also covers the detailed study of decentralization, mining, consensus, smart contracts, concepts and working of distributed ledgers and hyper ledgers as well as many other
important concepts. It also details the security and privacy aspects of blockchain. The book is beneficial for readers who are preparing for their business careers, those who are
working with small scale businesses and startups, and helpful for business executives, managers, entrepreneurs, bankers, government officials and legal professionals who are
looking to blockchain for secure financial transactions. The book will also be beneficial for researchers and students who want to study the latest developments of blockchain.
Can blockchain solve your biggest business problem? While news outlets are transfixed with Bitcoin's latest swings, your most forward-looking competitors are tuning out the noise
and quietly making key bets on blockchain. They're effortlessly tracking every last link in their supply chains. They're making bureaucratic paper trails obsolete while keeping their
customers' data safer. And they're imagining new ways to use this next foundational technology to sustain their competitive advantage. What should you be doing right now to
ensure that your business is poised for success? These articles by blockchain experts and consultants will help you understand today's most essential thinking on what blockchain is
capable of now, how to adopt it in your organization, and how the technology is likely to be used in the near future and beyond. Blockchain: The Insights You Need from Harvard
Business Review will help you spearhead important conversations, get going on the right blockchain initiatives in your company, and capitalize on the opportunity of the coming
blockchain wave. Catch up on current topics and deepen your understanding of them with the Insights You Need series from Harvard Business Review. Featuring some of HBR's best
and most recent thinking, Insights You Need titles are both a primer on today's most pressing issues and an extension of the conversation, with interesting research, interviews, case
studies, and practical ideas to help you explore how a particular issue will impact your company and what it will mean for you and your business.
Blockchain
Business Models Guide
Volume II
The Business Blockchain
Legal Tech, Smart Contracts and Blockchain

The guide by FourWeekMBA on business models, to get up to date with all the potential models born and evolved during the web era and rising with the digital revolution happening on the web. A
business model is a framework for finding a systematic way to unlock long-term value for an organization while delivering value to customers and capturing value through monetization strategies. A
business model is a holistic framework to understand, design, and test your business assumptions in the marketplace. In this guide, we’ll see also 53 business model types identified by the
FourWeekMBA research. Ever since, this list started to be published, back in 2018, many copycats around the web have started to duplicate it without understanding the meaning of each model
referenced here. Thus, if you need our feedback, feel free to reach out. You can jump directly to any of them below or read the guide in order: A mix of chain and franchise business model Adsupported (subsidized) business model Affiliate business model Aggregator business model Agency-based business model Asymmetric business models Attention merchant business model Barbell
business model Bidding multi-brand platform model Blitzscaler-mode business model Blockchain-based business models Bundler model Cash conversion cycle or cash machine model Discount
business model focusing on high quality Distribution based business model Direct-to-consumers business model Direct sales business model E-commerce marketplace business model Educational
niche business model Family-owned integrated business model Feeding model Freemium model (freemium as a growth tool) Free-to-play model Freeterprise model Gatekeeper model Heavyfranchised business model Humanist enterprise business model Enterprise business model built on complex sales Lock-in business model Instant news business model Management consulting
business model Market-maker model Multi-brand business model Multi-business model Multi-sided platform business model Multimodal business model Multi-product (Octopus) business model
On-demand subscription-based business model One-for-one business model Open-Source Business Model Peer-to-peer business model Platform-agnostic model Platform business model Privacy as
an innovative business model Razor and blade revenue model Self-serving model Space-as-a-service model Subscription-based business model Surfer model: reverse-engineering the gatekeeper
Three-sided marketplace model User-generated content business model User-generated AI-amplified model Unbundler model Vertically integrated business model What is a business model and
why is it important? A business model is a critical element for any startup's success as it is what unlocks value in the long term. In a way, developing a business model isn’t only about monetization
strategies. Indeed, that is way more holistic. To develop a business model companies need to create value for several stakeholders. Thus, a business model is about what makes users go back to your
app, service, or product. It is about how businesses can get value from your solution. It is about how suppliers grow their business through it. A business model is all those things together. In short,
when those pieces come together, that is when you can say to have a business model.
This edited book provides a platform to bring together researchers, academia and industry collaborators to exchange their knowledge and work to develop better understanding about the scope of
blockchain technology in business management applications of different sectors such as retail sector, supply chain and logistics, healthcare sector, manufacturing sector, judiciary, finance and
government sector in terms of data quality and timeliness. The book presents original unpublished research papers on blockchain technology and business management on novel architectures,
prototypes and case studies.
Cryptoassets: The Innovative Investor's Guide to Bitcoin and Beyond
Blockchain Economics and Financial Market Innovation
Blockchain for Business
Technology and Corporate Law
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